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1. INTRODUCTION 
A Bernoulli shift is an invertible measure preserving transformation 
on the unit interval with Lebesgue measure that admits an independent 
generator, i.e., there exists a partition of the unit interval into a finite 
or countable number of disjoint sets of positive measure such that 
distinct iterates under the transformation of sets in the partition are 
independent and the sigma algebra generated by all the iterates of sets 
in the partition is the sigma algebra of all measurable sets (see Section 2). 
D. S. Ornstein has shown that Bernoulli shifts with the same entropy are 
isomorphic [9, IO, 121. 
In [4] it was shown that each ergodic measure preserving transforma- 
tion induces mixing transformations on a dense class of subsets (see 
Section 2). In general an ergodic measure preserving transformation 
cannot induce Bernoulli shifts since they have positive entropy [ 1, 21. 
Our purpose is to prove that each Bernoulli shift, with finite or infinite 
entropy, induces Bernoulli shifts on a dense class of subsets. It is an 
open question whether each transformation with positive entropy induces 
Bernoulli shifts. 
By Ornstein’s isomorphism theorem, it suffices to prove the above 
result for one Bernoulli shift with entropy h for each h, 0 < h < co. The 
construction in [5-71 is generalized to obtain a mixing Markov shift 
with the desired property. Since mixing Markov shifts are isomorphic 
to Bernoulli shifts [3], the result follows. 
In [9] P. Shields showed that the transformations constructed in [7] 
were Bernoulli shifts by applying the result that an increasing family of 
Bernoulli shifts is a Bernoulli shift [lo]. We shall also apply this result 
to the generalized construction. The main point of the construction is 
that it yields a Bernoulli shift with specified entropy for which it is 
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relatively easy to see how the induced transformations behave on a 
sufficiently large class of subsets. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (X, a, m) denote the unit interval with Lebesgue measure and 
let 7 be an invertible point transformation mapping X onto X. T is 
measure preserving (m.p.) if m(TA) = m(A) = m(7-lA), A E Gl. T is 
ergodic if m(A) > 0 and TA C A implies m(A) = 1. A metric topology 
is defined on GZ by the distance function m(AAB). 
Given a subset A of positive measure, we consider the induced 
measure space (A, GZ, , m,), where OZA = {B CA: B E Q!} and m,(B) = 
m(B)/m(A). The induced transformation 7A is defined on A as follows. 
For a.e. x E A there exists a smallest positive integer n = n(x) such that 
9(x) E A. Define T,(x) = T”(x). This definition is due to Kakutani [8]. 
It follows that TV is ergodic and measure preserving on A since T is 
ergodic and measure preserving on X. 
A subclass of GT is independent if the measure of the intersection of 
any finite number of sets in the subclass is equal to the product of their 
measures. P = {p: p E P} is a partition if P is a finite or countable 
collection of disjoint sets of positive measure whose union is X. P is a 
generator for 7 if 6! is the sigma algebra generated by the class {TOP: 
p E P, i = 0, &l, &2 ,... }. P is an independent generator if each class 
{Tipi : pi E P, 0 < i < n} is independent for every n = 1, 2, 3,... 
A. Bernoulli shift 7 with independent generator P has entropy k(T) = 
-C,dW log m(P) PI. Th e entropy of an induced transformation is 
h(TA) = h(T)/m(A) (Abramov [l]). 
Let P, = Vy=“=, TOP denote the common refinement of the partitions 
TOP, 0 < i < n. Thus A E P, implies A = (JTzO ~“p, , where pi E P, 
0 < i < n. Let 4p, q) b 0, P,q E P; m(q) = C,,, 44 q)m(P), q E P; 
and ZqEp a(p, q) = I, p E P. We say P is a Markov partition for 7 if for 
all A as above and q E P, 
7 iS mixing if 
li: Vt(TnA n B) = m(A) m(B), A,BeGi?. 
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A transformation is a Markov shift if the transformation admits a 
Markov generator P. In this case the entropy of r is 
A Markov shift is a Bernoulli shift when Q, q) = m(g), p, q E P. 
3. CONSTRUCTION 
A column C is an ordered set of disjoint intervals I, ,..., I,( that al-e 
left-closed, right open, and have the same measure. C has height 
h(C) = h, width w(C) = m(I,), base B(C) = I, , and top F(C) = I,, . 
Let C* = &i Ii . C, and C, are disjoint coZumns if C,* and C,* are 
disjoint sets. A column C generates a one-to-one mapping i-e of C* - 1, 
onto C* - I1 , where 7c maps Ii linearly onto Ii+r , 1 ,( i < h. Thus 
if C has height h and base I, we can express C as 
c = (7(+(I): 0 < i < h). 
Let J be a subinterval of I. Then 
CJ = (T&J: 0 < i < h) 
is a subcolumn of C. 
A tower T is an ordered set of disjoint columns with possibly different 
heights and widths. T = (Cj : 1 < j < k) has base B(T) = &B(C,), 
top F(T) = &F(C,), width w(T) = m(B(T)), and T* = uj”=, Cj*. 
T generates the mapping or consisting of the mappings rc for C in T. 
In general, T* is measure preserving since 7c is measure preserving for 
each column C. 
LetT=(Cj:l <j<k)andT’=(Ci’:I \(j<k).LetO<cr<l. 
T’ is an ~-copy of T if Cj’ is a subcolumn of Cj and w(Cj’) = (YW(C~), 
1 <j < k. In this case we denote T’ = UT. 
Given ai > 0, 1 < i < Y, and x{=, CQ = 1, we can decompose T into 
disjoint copies CQT, 1 < i < Y, by cutting each column Cj in T into 
subcolumns of widths oliw(Cj), 1 < i < Y, and then grouping the 
columns of width oliw(Cj), 1 < j < k, to form CQT. 
Given disjoint towers Tl and T, , let Tl + T2 be the tower consisting 
of the columns in Tl followed by the columns in T, . We have 
NT, + T,) = B( Tl) u B( T4), F( Tl + T2> = F( Tl) u F( T,), and 
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(Tl + T,)* = T,* u T, *. We can picture Tl + T, as T2 placed to the 
right of Tl . Note that Y$T + $T has twice as many columns as T. 
Given disjoint columns C, and C, with the same width, let C, * C, 
be the column consisting of the intervals in C, followed by the intervals 
in C, . Thus B(C, * C,) = B( C,), F(C, * C,) = F( C,), and h(C, * C,) = 
Wl) + h(C2). 
Given a column C and cuj > 0, 1 <j < k, zj”=i ~j = 1, we can 
form disjoint subcolumns oliC of width aiw(C), 1 <j < k. 
NOW let T = (Cj : 1 <j < k) with T* and C* disjoint and w(T) = 
w(C). Let o~i = w(Cj)/w( T), 1 < j < k, and define 
C * T = (a$ * Cj: 1 <j < k). 
Briefly, C*T consists of T placed above C. 
Next, let Tl = (Cj : 1 <j < k) and let Tz be a tower such that 
w( Tl) = w( T,). Let o(i = w(Cj)/w( TJ and let ajT, be disjoint copies 
of T,, 1 <j<h. Define 
Thus Tl * T, consists of a copy of T, above each column in Tl . 
Let T be a tower and let (iT)o and (*T), be disjoint copies of T. To 
be precise, if [a, a + 2b) is the base of the j-th column in T, then we let 
[a, a + b) be the base of the j-th column in (*T). and let [a + b, a + 2b) 
be the base of the j-th column in (qT), . Define a tower 5’(T) as 
S(T)= ($T),*(&T),. 
Thus S(T) consists of a half-size copy (*T),, of T and a copy of T above 
each column in (BT),, . (i-T), is referred to as the copy of rank 0. (+T), 
is decomposed into k copies, assuming T has k columns, which are 
referred to as copies of rank 1. Thus each column of rank 0 has a copy 
of rank 1 above it. 
Proceeding inductively, S”(T) consists of one copy of T of rank 0, 
k copies of T of rank 1, k2 copies of T of rank 2,..., k2+l copies of T of 
rank 2~ - 1. Each column in a copy of rank r has a copy of rank Y + 1 
above it, 0 < < 224 + 1. In this sense, we speak of the copies being 
stacked independently. 
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Let n be a positive integer and let Ti = (1 /n)T, 1 < i < n, be n 
disjoint copies of T. Define 
In this case % EL=1 Ti consists of n copies of T which we call copies 
of rank 0. Above each column in a copy of rank 0 is a copy of Q Cr=“=, Ti 
which consists of n copies of T, which we call copies of rank 1. There 
are n% copies of rank 1 when T has lz columns. 
Given T and a sequence nx:, k = I,2 ,..., denote T1 = T and 
T”+l = SrLb(Tk), k >, 1. In general, Tkfl will consist of copies of T 
of rank Y, 0 < Y < 2k. Each column in a copy of rank Y will have copies 
of rank Y + 1 above it, 0 < Y < 2k. Note that 7TL+1 extends 7Tli to 
one-half of the top F(T”), and TF,$+~ extends 7;: to one-half of the base 
B(Tk). Also each extension is measure preserving. 
It follows that 7 = T(T, (nk)) = lim, T r k is defined a.e. on II’ in a 
one-to-one measure preserving manner. In case n, = 1 and T has 
columns of equal width, then 7 = T(T) as in [5-71. If n, is chosen 
sufficiently large, then we shall show that h(7) = cg. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
Let P denote the partition consisting of the intervals in the columns 
in T. Let p E P be an interval that is not a top interval in a column in T. 
If q is the interval above p, then a(p, q) = 1, and a(p, 4) = 0 otherwise. 
Let p be the top interval in a column. If q is the base interval of a 
column, then a(p, q) = m(q)/w(T), and a(p, q) = 0 otherwise. We shall 
prove that P is a Markov partition for T with respect to the transition 
probabilities c@, q), p, q E P. This is a consequence of Lemma 2 below, 
which generalizes Lemma 3.5 [7]. In this paper we utilize [lo] and need 
not first prove that 7 is ergodic as in [7]. 
Let P, = Vi-’ GP and let PJp) d enote the class of sets in P, that 
are contained in p, p E P. If A e P,, , then A = nt-’ &pi where pi E P, 
0 Si;;: n; hence A E P,,(p,). If B E Pnbl , then B = 0; Tipi = 
Ttno ++I) n p, ; h ence B =TAnpD, where A E P,, and p, E P. 
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LEMMA 1. Let u > 0, p E P, and A E P%(p). Given E > 0, there exists 
N = N(u, l ) such that n > N implies A = E u G where E is a union of 
disjoint subintervals of p in copies of T in Tn and G is a subset of (Jyzt 
@B( T”) with m(G) < E. 
Proof. Let u = 0; hence A = p. In this case the conclusion holds 
for N = 1 and E = 0 since p is distributed as subintervals in the copies 
of T in Tn. Assume the result holds for K and all E > 0. Consider 
N=N(k+l,e)>N(k,~/2) such that 1 /2N < c/2. If A’ E Px-+l(q), 
then A’ = TA n q, where A E P&) for some p. Thus A = E u G as 
above. If p is not the top interval in a column in P, then 7(p) = q’ E P. 
Hence if I is an interval in E in a copy of T in Tn then ~1 = J is the 
interval above I in the same copy of T and J is a subinterval of q’. 
In this case A’ E P,+,(q’) and the result holds by measure preservance 
where A’ = E’ U G’ with E’ = TE and G’ = rG. 
Now suppose p is the top interval of a column in P. Then each 
interval I in E is the top interval of the corresponding column in a copy 
of T in Tn. Hence if I is in a copy of rank Y < 2n - 1, then -rI is the 
base of a copy of T of rank r + 1 in Tn. Hence ~1 n q is a subinterval 
of q in a copy of T of rank r + 1, where q must be the base of a column 
in T. We ignore I if I is in a copy of rank 2n - 1; hence I C F( Tn) in 
this case. Therefore $1) C B( T”) and m(B( T”)) < l/2” < e/2. Let 
E, = u I for I C F(T”). In this case the result holds by measure pre- 
servance since A’ = E’ u G’, where E’ = T(E - E,) and G’ = 
TG u rE1 . Thus we have the conclusion for k + 1 and E > 0; hence 
induction completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2. P is a Markov operator for r where 
4P, q) = 1, Pow, 4 = TP; (2.1) 
a(P, 4) = 0, P@‘(T), q f 7~; (2.2) 
h’, d = 4d/w(T), P CW”), 4 C W); (2.3) 
a(P, 9) = 0, P CW’I 4 Q W-h (2.4) 
Proof. Let E > 0 and A E Pk(p). For (2.1), we note that Lemma 1 
implies TE C q; hence WZ(TA fi q) = WZ(TE) + WZ(TG 0 q). Thus m(A) = 
m(E) + m(G) implies 
m(A) - E < rn(TA n q) < m(A). 
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Since E is arbitrary, we have (2.1). (2.2) follows from Lemma I since 
TA n q = 0. For (2.3) we note that Lemma 1 implies nz(7E n q) = 
4~7 qM-9 H ence 7A n q = (TE n q) u (TG n q) implies 
@2(A) - l ) a(p, q) < ~~(7-4 n q) < m(A) cQ, q) + E. 
Since E is arbitrary, (2.3) follows. (2.4) follows from Lemma 1 since 
7Anq= m. 
Let Pk denote the partition of intervals in columns of T”. 
LEMMA 3. Pk is a Markov operator.fov 7 where 
gp, Q) = 1, P gF(T’), q = Q. (3.1) 
@(P, 9) = 0, P QF(T’), q f 7~. (3.2) 
4~7 q) = 4q)lw(T”), p CF(Tk), q C B(T”). (3.3) 
a(p, q) = 0, p C F( Ti’), q @ B( T”). (3.4) 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2 with P and T replaced by P” and T”, re- 
spectively, noting that 
T = T(T~, (n,),,J. 
A tower T is an M-tower if T has at least two columns C, and C, 
such that h(C,) = h(C,) + 1. Let Pfk denote the a-algebra generated by 
7 on Pk. It easily follows that Tk is an M-tower if T is an M-tower, 
k > 1. If Tk is an M-tower, then the greatest common divisor of cycles 
of the Markov chain corresponding to the transition probabilities 
m(p, q), p, q E Pk is one. Since ti(p, q) > 0, peF( T”), q E B( TL), the 
Markov chain is ergodic. Hence 7 is mixing on Pk so that 7 is a mixing 
Markov shift on flk. Therefore 7 is a Bernoulli shift on 6P [3]. Now U 
is the a-algebra generated by 6Tk, k > 1, since each n E X implies .Y is 
contained in arbitrarily small intervals in W for sufficiently large k. 
Thus T is a Bernoulli shift on 6Y by [lo]. 
THEOREM I. Let T be an M-tower and let (n,,.) be a sequence of positive 
integers. Then T = T( T, (n,,.)) is a Bernoulli shift. 
Let T/Mk denote the restriction of 7 to the u-algebra mk; hence 7 = T/M. 
LEMMA 4. h(~i@? = - &zB(T) m(q) log m(q)/w( T). 
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Proof. By Lemma 2 we have 
= -w(T) c 47)/w(T) 1% +d/w(T) CCB(T) 
= ;g,, “(d 1% 4d/w(V 
In the same way we obtain 
LEMMA 5. h(T/GP) = - z: qCB(Tv m(q) 1% n~!q)lw( Tk)- 
If T has K columns of equal width w, then z(T) = KW and Lemma 4 
implies h(-r/OP) = w(T) log K. Now suppose we replace T by 
J& (( l/n)T). Note that w( 7’) = w(~~!, (1 /ti)T)) but the number of 
columns is increased by a factor of n. Suppose n = KN-l; hence the 
number of columns is KN. This implies the entropy is increased by a 
factor of N. A straightforward computation shows that the entropies 
corresponding to T and S(T) are the same; hence for any nk $ 1, the 
sequence h(~/@) is nondecreasing. If ck is the number of columns in 
Tk and nA = ck then Tk+l = S,..f T”), k 3 1. Hence the entropy is 
doubled at each stage. 
LEMMA 6. Let T be an M-tower with K columns of equal width and 
let nk be the number of columns in Tk, k > 1. Then h(r/ak) = 2”-lw( T) 
log K, k 3 1, and h(T) = co. 
Proof. h(T) = lim, h(T/GZk). 
For the case of unequal column widths, note that Lemma 4 implies 
h(T/@l) = w(T) log w(T) - c m(q) log m(q). 
CCLVT) 
If T is replaced by CT!I ((l/KN)T), then q is replaced by KN sets of 
measure m(q)/KN. Th e entropy increases by w(T)N log K. It follows 
that nk can be chosen large with respect to 1 /w( Tk) to guarantee lim, 
h(+F) = co. 
In order to obtain 7 with h(T) = h for finite positive h, we proceed as 
follows. Let h < (n/n + 1) 1 o n. Choose T with n columns consisting g 
of one interval each of width w and one column with two intervals of 
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width (1 - nw)/2 each. Thus T is an M-tower and if n, = 1 for all K, 
then h(7) = h(~/@). Lemma 4 implies 
h(T) = nw log( 1 + nw)/(2nw) + (1 - nw)/2 log(1 + nw)/( 1 - mu). 
Ifw =O,thenh(-r) =Oandifw= l/n+2,then 
h(T) = [(?l + l>/(fl + 211 log(n + 1). 
Since h(r) is a continuous function of w, there exists w between 0 and 
l/n + 2 such that h(T) = h. 
We shall only sketch the proof of Lemma 6 below since it is the same 
as in [7]. Let F be a union of intervals from a tower T such that F 
contains at least one interval from each column of T. Let TF be the 
tower T restricted to F. We can now apply the construction on F to 
define a transformation T( TF , (q.)). It is shown that T(T, (Q))~ = 
TF  = T(T~, (nlJ). Hence 7~. is Bernoulli if T, is an M-tower. Now the 
partitions Pk are increasing and generate a. It follows that given A E QZ 
and E > 0, there exists K sufficiently large and a set F that is a union of 
intervals in Pk such that m(AAF) < E. It is not difficult to guarantee that 
F contains B(T”) and (Tk), is an M-tower. Replacing T by Tk in the 
preceding argument, it follows that TF  is a Bernoulli shift. Thus we have 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a tower and let (nk) be a sequence of positive 
integers. The sets on which T  = T( T, (nk)) ’ d zn uces Bernoulli shifts are dense 
in 6Y. 
An application of Ornstein’s isomorphism theorem for Bernoulli 
shifts with finite or infinite entropy and Theorems 1 and 2 now yield 
Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 3. Each Bernoulli shift induces Bernoulli shifts on a dense 
class of measurable sets. 
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